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Abstract 
Panoramic and periapical radiograph tools help dentists diagnose the most common dental diseases. Generally, dentists identify dental 

caries manually by inspecting X-ray images. However, due to their heavy workload, or poor image quality, dentists may sometimes overlook some 
unnoticeable dental caries, which may ultimately hinder the patient’s treatment. The purpose of this study was to develop an algorithm that classifies 
the teeth X-Ray images into three categories of “Normal”, “Caries”, and “Filled”. Our study used a dataset of 116 patients and 3712 single teeth 
images for training, validation and testing. Images were pre-processed using a sharpening filter and an intensity color map. We used a pre-trained 
transfer learning model, the NASNet Mobile, which served as the feature extractor and the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model served as the 
classifier. The training dataset had a “Recall” of 0.92, 0.90 and 0.91 for “Normal”, “Caries” and “Filled” respectively and the test dataset had a “Recall” 
of 0.86, 0.81 and 0.85 for “Normal”, “Caries” and “Filled” respectively. The classification of the teeth X-Rays was successful and can be valuable for 
dentists as the artificial intelligence algorithm can serve as a decision support tool to aid dentists when they need to diagnose dental treatment.
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Introduction

Generally, according [1], dentists identify dental caries manu-
ally by inspecting X-ray images. Dental caries result when plaque 
forms on the surface of a tooth and converts the free sugars in foods 
and drinks into acids that destroy the tooth over time. From WHO 
oral health, a continued high intake of free sugars, inadequate expo-
sure to fluoride and a lack of removal of plaque by tooth brushing 
can lead to caries [2]. In the Wikipedia page, the general teeth caries 
symptoms are described as pain and difficulty with eating [3]. Ac-
cording to the World Health Organization website, nearly 3.5 billion 
people are affected by oral disease worldwide. The most effective 
way to prevent oral disease would be to keep personal hygiene and 
lead a well-balanced diet to avoid taking in too much sugar. At the 
same time, it is also necessary to conduct regular medical tests and  
screening to detect potential teeth abnormalities. According to the 
Cattani Compressors Team, the most common method to conduct 
dental health screening, would be the X-ray detector [4], and among  

 
all X-ray equipment, the Orthopantomogram (OPG) and the Radio-
visiography (RVG) x-ray images are the most widely used tools for 
the diagnoses of dental diseases. From Cosson, and Harikri, the OPG 
images are used to identify the hard tissues of the oral cavity and 
surrounding skeletal structures and the RVG is commonly used in 
dentistry to take intraoral periapical radiographs features [5,6].

There- fore, to interpret and reach the conclusion of the den-
tal situation based on these X-ray images, dentists need to possess 
domain knowledge, expertise, and experience obtained by years of 
learning and working so it is nearly impossible for ordinary peo-
ple without professional dental background to make a preliminary 
judge of their dental situation based on the X-ray images. With the 
recent incredible application of deep learning algorithms in the 
medical field, deep learning models such as CNN have many appli-
cations in the area of medical image processing. Krizhev proposed 
image net for the use of medical images [7]. Tohnak stated that CNN 
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has a significant performance in solving the segmentation problem 
[8], including brain tumor segmentation [9], liver tumor segmen-
tation [10], and Abdi applied it to the dental classification problem 
[11]. The rest of our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 pres-
ents related work on how other researchers have classified Teeth 
X-Ray images. Section 3 describes 4 our methodology. In Section 4, 
we present the results of the teeth classification. In Section 5, we 
conclude and discuss our findings.

Related Work

There are various methods described in the literature that ex-
amined digital images of teeth in an effort to categorize the cari-
ous lesions. Using image analysis software [12] processed and 
examined digital photos. With 86% sensitivity and 8% specificity, 
they were able to identify and categorize regions of interest. The 
visual classification of teeth into the various groups studied by the 
authors without describing the criteria they utilized; instead, the 
classification was solely relied on the examiners’ experience. Addi-
tionally, the impacted teeth were processed to confirm the diagno-
sis, leaving no way to confirm that the non-carious teeth were cor-
rectly classified because they were not prepared. The non-carious 
teeth made up the vast bulk of the sample (64%) so any systematic 
inaccuracy in classifying the teeth in this category would have a sig-
nificant impact on the study’s findings. Kositbowornchai et. al. [13] 
created a neural network to detect false dental cavities using imag-
es from an intra-oral digital radiography [14] and charged coupled 
device (CCD) camera. Their method’s sensitivity and specificity 
when using images from a CCD camera were 77 and 85 percent, re-
spectively, and when using images from intra-oral digital radiogra-

phy, they were 81 and 93 percent, respectively. This technique was 
tested using teeth with fake fillings, which is the study’s principal 
flaw.

The artificial caries was very different from the real caries, 
mostly because they had a distinct histochemical makeup in terms 
of the organic material and staining, which resulted in various op-
tical qualities that affected how the lesion was classified according 
to the classification criterion proposed by Sahiner in 1996 [15]. As 
a result, it was unclear how well this approach can distinguish be-
tween in vitro stressed lesions of different depths [16] provided a 
comprehensive study of various preprocessing, enhancement and 
segmentation techniques applied for tooth classification and label-
ing [17] studied a deep network was proposed aiming for caries 
segmentation on the clinically collected tooth X-ray images. The 
proposed network inherited the skip connection characteristic 
from the widely used U-shaped network, and creatively adopted vi-
sion Transformer, dilated convolution, and feature pyramid fusion 
methods to enhance the multi-scale and global feature extraction 
capability [18] proposed a system that uses digital color photo-
graphs of dental preparations drilled in practice teeth to identify 
damaged areas on tooth surfaces. To segment the tooth and drilled 
preparation, the pictures were analyzed using the Directed Active 
Shape Modeling (DASM) technique. The color image gradient and 
six texture measurements were used to extract seven characteris-
tics. The classification method identified pixels that represented 
portions of the tooth surface that were affected by caries using the 
feature vectors as its input. Using Radial Basis Functions (RBF) pro-
posed by Thong [19], the greatest detection accuracy (96.86%) was 
attained.

Methodology

Figure 1: Project Pipeline Diagram.
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The analysis process for this study is depicted in Figure 1 be-
low. The process for “Color Image” is detailed in Section 3.2 below, 
while the “Image Augmentation is detailed in Section 3.3 and the 
“Feature Extraction and Image Classification” is detailed in Section 
3.4 below.

Dataset

A small size dataset of 116 patients was used for this project. 
The dataset is from Mendeley Data, it is an open-sourced data-
set consisting of anonymized and de-identified panoramic dental 
X-rays of 116 patients from the local hospitals. Among all 116 X-ray 
images, 3712 single teeth images are provided, with 2267 (61.07%) 
normal teeth, 98 (2.64%) caries, 617 (16.62%) Filled teeth. We 
used labelling tool “LabelMe” to draw the bounding boxes around 
the dental images. Some low-quality images are filtered out during 
this stage.

Image Pre-Processing

The color image is converted from color into gray scale (gray-
Im), proposed by Gonzalez, by keeping the luminance information 
while removing the hue and saturation information [20]. More spe-
cifically, the formula below is used to create a weighted sum of the 

R, G, and B components to convert RGB values to gray scale values:

( )grayIm  0.2989*R  0.5870*G  0.1140*B              1= + +

where R, G and B are the pixel value of the red, green and blue 
channel, respectively.

The following sigmoid function by proposed Kumar [21] is used 
to change the contrast of the im-

age after rescaling the gray scale image’s intensities to the 
range [0, 1], according to Tuan [22]:

( ) ( ) ( )*,    1/ (1  ( , ))            2newlm x y egain c resIm x y= + −

where gain determines the real contrast, newIm(x,y), proposed 
by Shakeel [23], represents the pixel’s value after the sigmoid func-
tion has been applied to the picture. The value of the pixel (x,y) in 
the image before the sigmoid function was applied is represented 
by resIm(x, y) by Sund [24], and c is the (normalized) gray value 
about which contrast is increased or lowered. An image before pro-
cessing can be found in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: A Sample Image before pre-processing.

Image Augmentation

Three thousand seven hundred dental images were finally se-
lected and resized to 300 x 300 pixels. We divided the dataset into 
a training and validation test (n = 2960 [80%]), and a test dataset 
(n = 740 [20%]). The training dataset consists of 70 dental caries, 
and the test dataset contains 28. Because of the unbalanced image 
number distribution between caries, normal, and filled images in 
the training dataset (normal: caries: Filled = 2267: 70: 623). We ap-

plied three different augmentation schemas to the training dataset. 
In the first schema, we augmented all three categories five times. 
In the second schema, was augmented “Normal” and “Filled” cate-
gories five times and “Caries” fifteen times. In the last schema, we 
augmented “Caries” twenty times, “Normal” five times, and “Filled” 
ten times. We used the python package “imgaug” to conduct the 
augmentation operation. “Imgaug” generated a random augmenta-
tion operation sequence. The operation sequence includes upscale 
or downscale, rotating be- tween -15 to +15 degrees, image shifting, 
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image flip, changing image brightness, adding Gaussian noise, and 
adding Gaussian blur. A sample image after augmentation is pro-
vided in Figure 3 below. Compared with Figure 2, images before 

preprocessing, we see the teeth images become brighter than the 
surrounding pixel point, while the surrounding pixel point become 
darker, which can be helpful for the feature extraction process.

Figure 3: A Sample Image after Augmentation.

Feature Extraction and Image Classification

We have used the data (mentioned in the Image Augmentation 
part) for the training process. For the model training process, we 
used a pre-trained transfer learning model named NASNetMobile, 
a convolutional neural network that is trained on more than a mil-
lion images from the ImageNet database for the feature extraction 
[25], and a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model for predic-
tion with the architecture shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 below. 

https://iq.opengenus.org/nasnet/ [26]. The NASNETMobile is an 
algorithm that searches for the best algorithm to achieve the best 
performance on a certain task. The pioneering work by [27,28] 
have attracted a lot of attention into the field of Neural Architecture 
Search (NAS), leading to many interesting ideas for better, faster, 
and more cost-efficient NAS methods. Commercial services such 
as Google’s AutoML and open-source libraries such as AutoKeras 
make NAS accessible to the broader machine learning environment 
[29].

Figure 4: Neural Architecture Search (NAS) that automates network architecture engineering.
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Figure 5: Architecture of a CNN Model.

The general setup of NAS involves three components:

a) Search Space

b) Search Strategy

c) Performance Estimation Strategy

https://www.upgrad.com/blog/basic-cnn-architecture/ [30].

Convolutional networks are composed of an input layer, an 
output layer, and one or more hidden layers. A convolutional net-
work is different than a regular neural network in that the neurons 
in its layers are arranged in three dimensions (width, height, and 
depth dimensions). This allows CNN to transform an input volume 
in three dimensions to an output volume. The hidden layers are a 
combination of convolution layers, pooling layers, normalization 
layers, and fully connected layers. CNNs use multiple convolutional 
layers to filter input volumes to greater levels of abstraction [31]. 
CNNs improve their detection capability for unusually placed ob-
jects by using pooling layers for limited translation and rotation 
invariance. Pooling also allows for the usage of more convolutional 
layers by reducing memory consumption. Normalization layers are 
used to normalize over local input regions by moving all inputs in a 
layer towards a mean of zero and variance of one. Other regulariza-
tion techniques such as batch normalization, where we normalize 
across the activations for the entire batch, or dropout, where we 
ignore randomly chosen neurons during the training process, can 
also be used. Fully connected layers have neurons that are function-
ally similar to convolutional layers (compute dot products) but are 
different in that they are connected to all activations in the previous 
layer [32].

Transfer Learning as a Feature Extractor

In this study, we employed the pre-trained NASNetMobile mod-
el for feature extraction. The Google brain team created NASNetMo-

bile Neural Architecture Search Network (Nasnet), which uses two 
primary functionalities: 1) Normal cell 2) The reduction cell [33]. 
To attain higher efficiency and feature mapping, the Nasnet first ap-
plies its operations to a small dataset before transferring its block 
to a large dataset. For a better Nasnet performance, a customized 
drop-path called a Scheduled drop-path for effective regulariza-
tion was utilized. The original Nasnet Architecture, from Wikipedia 
uses normal and reduction cells specifically because the number of 
cells not pre-determined. While reduction cells returned the fea-
ture map that was reduced by a factor of two in terms of height 
and breadth, the normal cells dictated the size of the feature map. A 
“Control” architecture in the Nasnet, based on the Recurrent Neural 
network (RNN) was used to predict the entire structure for the net-
work based on the two initial hidden states.

The Nasnet network consisted of 8 convolutional layers and 3 
max pooling layers. Each convolution layer was followed by a rec-
tified linear unit (ReLU). In the last layers, all the units were fully 
connected to the output probabilities for 7 classes using the Soft-
Max function. In the actual training, Krizhevsky proposed the net-
work architecture that employs dropout, in which some unit acti-
vations in the fully connected layers were randomly set to zero, so 
that these connection weights would not be updated and thereby 
prevent over-fitting. The NASNetMobile was trained on more than a 
million images from the ImageNet database, the NASnetMobile had 
an image input size of 224-by-224, but because we did not include 
the fully- connected layer at the top of the network, the images size 
was kept as 300 x 300. The NASNetMobile’s pre-trained weights 
were fixed by placing the imagenet as the model weight and used as 
a feature extractor [34,35].

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Architecture

The final dental disease recognition is done by applying convo-
lution neural network, All the images are scaled down to 300 x 300 
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to avoid the high computational expense, the images are next fed as 
input to the network. The network architecture is shown in Figure 
6 and Figure 7 respectively [36], below. The filter size, the number 
of filters, and the stride for each layer are specified in Figure 7. The 
pre-trained NASNetMobile first processes input images to complete 
the feature extraction process, then the output of the transfer learn-
ing model was fed into the CNN model according to the network of 
Russakovsky [37]. The CNN model was a multi-output model and 

outputs both the bounding box and the prediction class. For class 
prediction, three classes, including “Normal”, “Caries”, and “Filled” 
were included as possible prediction results. For both parts, the 
CNN model would first apply the global 2D pooling to the input, 
which was the output of the transfer learning model. For the class 
prediction part, there were three convolution layers, two max pool-
ing layers and one fully connected (FC) layer at the end.

Figure 6: Artificial Neural Network with four layers.

Figure 7: Convolutional Neural Network Architecture.

Within the class prediction process, all the convolution layers 
had the activation function ReLU. The SoftMax activation function 
was applied to the last FC layer, as proposed by Setio, a dropout of 
0.2 was added between the convolution layer one and the convolu-
tion layer two and between convolution layer two and convolution 
layer three, in which some unit activations in the fully connected 
layers were randomly set to zero, so that these connection weights 
did not update, and thereby prevented the overfitting problem. The 
box prediction process contained three hidden layers, with a drop-

out of 0.2 added between the hidden layer one and two and the hid-
den layer two and three. All the layers except the output layers had 
the activation function Relu, while the output layer had the activa-
tion function Sigmoid. The Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) was 
used as the optimizer to accelerate the model computation with 
the learning rate (lr) = 1e-3, and the momentum = 0.9. In short, the 
class prediction CNN had a structure of [256,128,64,32,3] with first 
layer and last layer as the input and output layer.

http://dx.doi.org/10.33552/ABBA.2024.05.000625
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Layers were connected with each other using the Relu activa-
tion function, and a drop-out layer of 0.2 was added between the 
first layer and the second layer, and the second layer and the third 
layer, while the output layer applied the SoftMax function. For the 
box prediction, the CNN has structure of [256,128,64,32,4], with 
the first layer and the last layer as the input and the output lay-
ers. Layers were connected with the Relu activation function, and 
the last layer had the Sigmoid function, a drop-out layer of 0.2 was 
added between the first layer and the second layer, and the second 
layer and the third layer. Because of the limited number of train-
ing samples, the number of training epochs was set to 10000, the 
base learning rate was set to 0.01, the momentum was set at 0.9 as 
in the original network. The training time with the three different 
schemas was roughly forty minutes, 70 minutes, and 120 minutes 
respectively, with the use of Google Colab GPU.

Results

For the dental images, class prediction was used, because all 
the output variables were categorical variables. We used accuracy, 
precision, recall, and the categorical loss entropy loss function for 
the class prediction. For the bounding boxes prediction, we used 
the Mean Square Error (MSE) to calculate the difference between 
the coordinates of the actual bounding boxes and the coordinates 
of the boxes that were manually drawn. During the training process, 
the experiment used batch sizes of 32 and 10000 Epoches. Apart 
from t h e loss and accuracy, we also used three other criteria for the 

model evaluation. Precision, Recall and the F1-Score. In this study, 
we had a total of three classes, “Normal”, “Caries”, and “Filled”. For 
the “Caries” category, true positive means “Caries” that are cor-
rectly identified as “Caries”, while true negative means “non-Car-
ies” images that are not identified as “Caries”. False positive means 
“non-Caries” images that are identified as “Caries”, while false neg-
ative means “Caries” images that are not identified as “Caries”. For 
the bounding boxes prediction, we used the MSE for the bounding 
boxes evaluation.

For schema 1, in Table 1 below, the training dataset had an ac-
curacy of 0.96 and from Table 2 below, the “Normal” class had a 
Precision of 0.97, and the “Filled” category had a Precision of 0.79. 
The “Caries” cat e gory had a Precision of 0.7 and a Re call of 0.82. 
However, for the Test dataset the accuracy results were not so good. 
Table 3 and Table 4 below show the Schema 1 confusion matrix 
and test accuracy results. As we only had 350 Caries images in the 
training dataset, comparing to 11335 Normal Im- ages in the train-
ing dataset, the Precision (0.37), Recall (0.65) and F1- score (0.47) 
accuracies in the Test dataset for Caries was not as high as the Pre-
cision (0.95), Recall (0.87) and the F1-score (0.91) for the Normal 
category. Therefore, we decided to augment more Caries images in 
the training dataset while avoiding overfitting on the training data-
set. For schema 2, because of the unbalanced proportion between 
the Caries and other dental categories, we decided to augment the 
Caries category fifteen times while keeping the augmentation of the 
other categories at five times.

Table 1: Schema 1 Training Confusion Matrix.

Predict \ Fact Normal Caries Filled

Normal 10541 42 285

Caries 74 287 52

Filled 720 21 2778

Table 2: Schema 1 Training Accuracy Result.

Class Precision Recall F1-score

Normal 0.97 0.93 0.95

Caries 0.70 0.82 0.76

Filled 0.79 0.89 0.84

Table 3: Schema 1 Test Confusion Matrix.

Predict \ Fact Normal Caries Filled

Normal 395 7 12

Caries 24 18 7

Filled 35 3 105

Table 4: Schema 1 Test Accuracy Result.

Class Precision Recall F1-score

Normal 0.95 0.87 0.91

Caries 0.37 0.65 0.47

Filled 0.74 0.85 0.80
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The resulting test accuracy was 0.87, which had some improve-
ment compared with the previous Schema 1 Test accuracy results. 
For the schema 2 training confusion matrix and training accuracy 
can be found in Table 5 and Table 6 below. For the Test data, the Test 
Precision for “Caries” improved from 0.37 to 0.47, while the Recall 
improved from 0.65 to 0.86. Table 7 and Table 8 below show the 
Schema 2 Test confusion matrix and Test accuracy result respec-
tively. As we have increasing test accuracy, and the increased num-
ber of “Caries” images has not caused any overfitting while improv-

ing the performance of identifying the “Caries” images. However, 
with the improvement in the capability of identifying the “Caries”, 
the ability to identify the “Filled” images dropped a bit compared 
with the previous schema 1. Though, the “Normal” class has simi-
lar performance as schema 1. In this case, we will now try to aug-
ment more “Caries” images and “Filled” images in the augmentation 
schema 3. In this last schema 3, we augmented the training Caries 
images twenty times and the Filled im- ages ten times, and we kept 
the augmentation for the Normal images at five times.

Table 5: Schema 2 Training confusion matrix.

Predict \ Fact Normal Caries Filled

Normal 10498 94 239

Caries 283 903 79

Filled 554 53 2797

Table 6: Schema 2 Training Accuracy Result.

Class Precision Recall F1-score

Normal 0.97 0.93 0.95

Caries 0.71 0.86 0.78

Filled 0.82 0.90 0.86

Table 7: Schema 2 Confusion Matrix.

Predict \ Fact Normal Caries Filled

Normal 10492 101 410

Caries 242 1260 120

Filled 601 39 5700

Table 8: Schema 2 Test Accuracy Result.

Class Precision Recall F1-score

Normal 0.96 0.89 0.92

Caries 0.47 0.75 0.58

Filled 0.73 0.82 0.77

The training dataset had an accuracy of 0.97. The schema 3 for 
the training dataset confusion matrix and the training accuracy re-
sult can be found in Table 9 and Table 10 below respectively. The 
schema 3 Test dataset confusion matrix and Test accuracy result 
can be found in Table 11 and Table 12 respectively, below. From 
the result, the Tests dataset accuracy has dropped from schema 2 
to schema 3 from 0.87 to 0.84, which may be because we over-fit-
ted the training dataset. The reason for overfitting may be that we 
now have too many augmentation images, and that the augmenta-
tion operation cannot generate new images thus the training model 

may now fit to the noise instead of the useful information in the 
training data. The “Caries” Precision dropped from 0.47 to 0.42, but 
the Recall improved from 0.75 to 0.81. The “Normal” classification 
had worse performance in the Recall compared with the previous 
two schema experiments. For the “Filled” classification, the Recall 
improved from 0.82 to 0.85. For the bounding boxes prediction, all 
three schemas had a similar performance. Schema 1 had a MSE of 
0.0207, schema 2 had a MSE of 0.0257, and schema 3 had a MSE of 
0.0233.

Table 9: Schema 3 Training Confusion Matrix.

Predict \ Fact Normal Caries Filled

Normal 403 5 13

Caries 15 21 9

Filled 36 2 102
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Table 10: Schema 3 Training Accuracy Result.

Class Precision Recall F1-score

Normal 0.95 0.92 0.93

Caries 0.78 0.90 0.84

Filled 0.90 0.91 0.90

Table 11: Schema 3 Test Confusion Matrix.

Predict \ Fact Normal Caries Filled

Normal 388 4 11

Caries 24 23 8

Filled 42 1 105

Table 12: Schema 3 Test Accuracy Result.

Class Precision Recall F1-score

Normal 0.96 0.86 0.91

Caries 0.42 0.81 0.55

Filled 0.71 0.85 0.77

We can tell from the three experiments, schema 1, 2, and 3, as 
the number of “Caries” images increased in the training dataset, the 
Recall kept increasing, but the Precision first increased and then 
dropped. Besides, among all the three experiment schemas, the 
“Caries” category had relatively huge differences between the ac-
curacy of the training and the test performances. The reason may 
be that the small number of “Caries” images in the original data-
set, which had only 94 “Caries” images compared to 2267 “Normal” 
teeth and 617 “Filled” teeth. The performance of the “Normal” and 
“Filled” classification was also negatively affected by the increased 
number of “Caries” images in the training dataset because of the 
overfitting problem in the last schema 3. However, because we aim 
to identify “Caries” in the real-life clinical practice, we eventually 
decided to employ the last schema 3, as it had the best performance 
in identifying the “Caries” images.

Conclusion

In this research, Dental disease is classified using the transfer 
learning model as the feature ex- tractor and the CNN model as the 
classifier. The three most common categories of “Normal”, “Caries”, 
and “Filled” were considered. The model achieved an overall ac-
curacy of 0.84, and the true positive rate for the “Caries” category 
was 0.81. In this research, because of the lack of a large dataset, we 
used a dataset of 116 patients with a total of 3712 dental images, 
and we also used three different augmentation schemas to increase 
the number of training samples. Comparing all three augmentation 
schemas, schema 3, which augmented the number of “Caries” twen-
ty times had the best performance in identifying the “Caries” imag-
es than the previous two schemas, which augmented the “Caries” 
five times and fifteen times, respectively.

However, the improved performance in the “Caries” images also 
resulted in the de- creased total accuracy performance because of 

the overfitting problem. Eventually, because our re- search empha-
sis was more on identifying “Caries” than the “Normal” or “Filled” 
categories, we used schema 3 as the final model. Therefore, further 
study can focus on: Obtaining the Access to a larger dataset which 
has more rational proportion between the number of “Caries” and 
“Normal” teeth images. We recommend that future research focus 
more on finding the best combination between the “Normal”, “Car-
ies”, and “Filled” augmentation schema.
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